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Gas prices in PA Students reveal increase King-sized dreams By Olivia Kunitsky Staff Writer



Gas prices surpass $2.56 in Pennsylvania.



By Vanessa Rodriguez Staff Writer



Many people don’t often think about the cost of commuting by vehicle until they’re face to face with the pump, watching in horror as the price on the screen augments. According to PennsylvaniaGasPrices.com, gas prices have gone up. In December 2016 the price was at $2.41 per gallon for regular gas. While this time last year the gas price for regular gas was only around $2.14 per gallon, now it’s around $2.56 per gallon in the state. The prices have gone up due to a tax law (Act 89) that was passed in 2013 according to ABC27.com. Act 89 will take this money and make investments in roads and bridges, public transportation, the Pennsylvania Turnpike expansion project, aviation, freight and passenger rail, ports, and bicycling/ pedestrian causes. Pennsylvania has the highest gas tax in the nation according ABC27.com. ABC27.com says that most of the gas tax revenue goes to Pennsylvania State Police bugdet, and that PennDot would like to use most of that money for more road construction. While the price continues to grow, many young commuters



SCHOLARSHIPS
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in our community have become more aware of the cost in driving and they have started to make changes in their day-to-day lives. Daniella Belfiore, a high school senior that drives to school from Landenberg to West Grove and works in Newark, is now more cautious with her trips. She said that she has already started to rethink trips to Starbucks after school. “I’m going to be more conscious about where I’m going after school. I am also going to try to do everything I need to in one trip instead of constantly coming and going,” said Belfiore. Although prices seem ridiculous to some there are students who are not fully affected like Senior Class President C.J. Berger. Berger drives to school everyday and then after school he drives from Jennersville all the way to the Kennett YMCA for work. He believes that no matter what people are going to simply have to pay gas because it’s a necessity. “There is no way around gas prices really unless you get an electric car, but even then people will complain about electric bills,” Berger states. Gas prices have continued to rise throughout January within Pennsylvania as a result of the tax.



“I have a dream that my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character,” stated the prominent civil-rights activist, and then he paused as the crowd erupted with more applause. Martin Luther King, Jr. is a name that has not been forgotten by any means, and the nation celebrated his birthday on January 16. He gave many inspiring civil rights speeches, but he is most remembered for his “I Have a Dream” speech. He continued his famous speech saying, “And so even though we face the difficulties of today and tomorrow, I still have a dream. It is a dream deeply rooted in the American dream. I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed: ‘We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal.’” He gave this speech during the March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom event in Washington, D.C. on August 28, 1963. This event was attended by around 250,000 people rallying for change in the political and social affairs of African Americans. King had prepared the speech the night before, but the “I have a dream” section was not on his paper, according to his assistants. He started off the event by reading what he had written down, and even though it was a decent speech, the crowd wasn’t quite as inspired by it as they had been by his other speeches. King sensed this, and Mahalia Jackson, a good friend of his standing behind him, exclaimed, “Tell ‘em about the dream, Martin!” Someone staying in the hotel room next to King’s claimed that they had heard him rehearsing the “I have a dream” section of the speech the night before, and King had used the “dream” phrase many times previously. Nevertheless, when the civil rights activist looked away from his manuscript and began his



-Photo by https://pixabay.com/en/martin-luther-king-jr-i-have-adream-393870/ Martin Luther King Jr. spoke about his “dreams” for a desegregated future. most famous speech, he amazed many people, and still amazes people today. Even though high schoolers don’t have dreams as famous as King’s, they still have big hopes and dreams for their futures. Megan Kveragas, a junior, has an idea for an invention. “It’s a winter coat with the winter gloves attached to the coat so that you don’t have the problem of getting snow on your wrists in between the coat and gloves,” she explained. Sometimes inspiration for dreams comes from the most interesting of places. “I want to go to college and then become a forensic scientist because I want to solve mysteries. Scooby Doo inspired me because he and his friends solve mysteries of unusual characters and make it look fun and interesting. Instead, I will be solving a murder case and



finding the murderer and giving families of lost ones hope just like Scooby Doo with the towns and giving hope to the town by defeating the monsters,” said sophomore Haley Allen. Dreams are sometimes rooted from ordinary hobbies during childhood. “I’ve been writing since I was little and pretty much knew right off the bat that I wanted to be an author. This year I published my first novel, What’s Been Hidden, which is available on Amazon. I hope that eventually my books will be well known enough that I can make a living. I had published two children’s books before, but this is the book that really made it feel real,” remarked sophomore writer Sonia Kloss. Dreams can also come from taking a certain class or elective. SEE DREAMS PAGE 3



Avon Grove Scholarship Foundation aids seniors with college By Cheyenne Lauesen Editor



Thirty-two years ago, in 1984, the Avon Grove Scholarship Foundation was established. As of 2016, Fund a Future has awarded $673,000 and the Elizabeth B. Faris Scholarship has awarded $529,500. The AG Scholarship Foundation is a non-profit, charitable organization that raises money for a perpetual fund. The foundation



annually distributes its income to scholarships for Avon Grove Seniors. The foundation was started when Phil Pyle, a former principal of AGHS, and the Parent Action Committee hoped they could raise $50,000 toward scholarship awards. Over $300,000 was raised. This fund awards a $1,000 scholarship each year called Fund a Future. The money comes from annual earnings, which are used to determine the number of



scholarships available each year. The earnings come from CD and market interest earned each year. The first scholarships were awarded in 1985. As of 2016, $677,000 in Fund a Future scholarships have been awarded. Fund a Future scholarships are given to students based on criteria specific to each Fund a Future scholarship. The Elizabeth B. Faris Memorial Scholarship is also given through the fund. These scholarships can be more sub-



stantial than a Fund a Future scholarship and are awarded based on specific criteria as per her endowment. As of 2016, $529,500 has been awarded. “Through our awards, we hope to give a little assistance toward further education and the knowledge that the community appreciates the importance of education on all levels for our youth,” said Carol Maguire, the President of the Board of Directors. The Avon Grove Scholarship



Foundation is incorporated, which means it is audited yearly and files returns with the IRS and the State of Pennsylvania. The foundation is run by a board of directors, all of whom are volunteers from the community. To see that the fund earns the greatest return possible is the responsibility of the finance committee. The finance committee reports to other members of the board on a quarterly basis. SEE SCHOLARSHIPS PAGE 3
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February 1 Strings Festival



February 9



Boys Basketball vs. Henderson Girls Basketbal at Henderson



February 14 Valentine’s Day



February 20 Presidents’ Day
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Art Society to decorate library with mural By Anton Bilski Staff Writer



To most people, a bunch of used books is queued up to be thrown away, but to the Art Society, used books have much more potential than is seen. Due to renovations in the high school library, a large empty space was opened up, leaving many wondering what should take that space. To Ms. Walker, the school librarian, it was a good place to hang up a mural. “The mural was requested by Ms. Walker,” said art teacher Ms. Martorello. “She wanted the space to be revamped by something visually appealing made out of books.” The mural is constructed into the shape of a tree, with different pieces of the books making up a different part of the tree. For example, the pages make up the leaves, while the hard covers make up the bark, and pictures from the pages were used to create a background. The mural’s construction kicked



off last year in the early fall. “It’s taken almost a year, but the art I/E has sped up the construction,” said Art Society member Ian Clark. But there was some cost for constructing a mural out of recycled books. Some cash was taken out of the Art Society’s budget to buy some basic materials. “The mural’s significance is the importance of written word,” said Ms. Martorello. Just seeing a picture of this mural isn’t enough to wow you. But when you see the actual mural up close and personal, you will see the true hardwork and passion and dedication put in by the hardworking members of the Art Socity. Now, when you arrive to the library, await to see a breathtaking and eye engaging work of art instead of your phone. The mural is anticipated to be finished by the end of January (too late for press time).







Students have been working hard on the mural that will be hung in the library and are excited for the final product.
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NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS



Students make a variety of goals for the new year By Marissa Glick Staff Writer



Across America there are the common New Year’s Resolutions. These include living a healthy lifestyle, getting organized, and finding a new job. Statistics fromLifeHack.org explain “getting in shape” is the most common resolution. The start of the new year is a chance for people to start with a clean slate. January 1 is a positive day for people as they have high hopes for the coming year to resolve issues from 2016 and to improve upon their life. Many choose to make New Year’s resolutions where they set a goal for themselves on something they would like to focus on in the year to come. But zooming into our Avon Grove community, do the people around us have similar resolutions as the rest of the country? “I want to become a better dancer because I’m hoping I can get a scholarship for college. I have been dancing my whole life and I want all of my hard work to pay off,” said sophomore Kelly Bordley. She has been dancing since she was four and dances almost every day of the week and plans on staying on this route to success. “My New Year’s’ resolution is



-Photos by Meredith Haas



to be more organized. I need to organize my binders and not just throw papers in them,” expressed sophomore Marisa Patel. Organization seemed to be a popular resolution as many other people who were interviewed had the same resolution. Gabby Morales -Photo courtesy of Kelly Bordley (an eighth grade Sophomore Kelly Bordley (far left) wants to become a student), and better dancer this year. Harrison Watson (a fourth grade student) also had video games and continue playing the sport they love. organization as a resolution. When comparing Avon Grove’s Bustle.com shared tips on how resolutions to the “Top 10 New to stay organized. They say to Year’s Resolutions” (according “create a to-do list before you start your day. That way you’re not re- to Pittsburgh.About.com,) organilying on yourself to remember and zation was placed in the Top 10 you have one less thing to keep where it holds the tenth spot. Cutting back on technology is organized.” one of the most common resoluOther students want to try to tions for teens according to Teenstay away from too much screen Vogue.com. Teens want to lessen time. “I am going to try to not play the time on their phone and social XBOX and iPad as much and con- media and lay off on the video tinue to play basketball,” informed games. Everyone can set a resolution, Jack Pearlman who is a sixth but it is up to that person to put grade student. their plan into action. According One of his best friends, Tyto Forbes.com, “only 8% of peoler Glick also agreed with Jack as ple actually achieve their resoluthey both plan to cut back on the tion.”
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Seniors reflect on freshman year and their future By Gabby Pino Editor



As a senior in high school, looking back on the pictures from freshman year may cause cringe-worthy feelings. It feels like a completely different person staring back. But as seniors reflect on their high school careers, it’s not just looks that have completely changed. High school is a time to grow as a person and find who you are so it is no surprise that seniors are different from the people they were freshman year. “My high school experience did not end up anything like I thought it would be in my freshman year,” said senior Sophie Page. “Some things have remained constant, but I’ve made new friends and joined new crowds.” Peers and friends in a high school are a huge part of developing in high school. “Believe it or not, but I was not very social in freshman year,” said senior Lauren Davis. “But I have learned a lot about myself and those around me.” “If you hang around your ‘crowd’ you’ll be fine,” said freshman Shelby Knightly. Knightly, who is just starting her high school experience, affirms that friends are what help freshmen get through the nervousness of coming to a new school, which seems like a not-so-distant memory to many seniors.



“I remember being so nervous because I didn’t think I would make any friends,” said Page. “But Avon Grove is such a big school that it was hard not to.” There is a common set of nerves that come with going to high school, whether it be workload, unfamiliarity, or just not knowing where certain classes are. “When I was a freshman on the first day of school you literally get off the bus and you are completely on your own. No one tells you where to go or what to do. But by the end of those first two years I was confident,” said Senior Class President C.J. Berger. Knightly echoed this nervousness by describing that her biggest fear of coming to high school was not being able to find her classes. “I finally feel like I can get to class in less than five minutes because in the beginning of the year I had asked everybody for directions,” Knightly said. Despite a similar blindness of going to college compared to freshman year of high school, many seniors are excited for what the future holds for them and how how they will grow even more as people. “My high school experience had some ups and downs, especially freshman year, but I will miss most things about it in the future and I have made some pretty amazing memories,” said Page.
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Fund helps students with college costs



SCHOLARSHIPS FROM PAGE 1 Avon Grove High School principal Mr. DeShong believes that “we are fortunate to have such a dedicated group working to promote post-secondary opportunities for students at Avon Grove.” The Avon Grove Guidance Department is responsible for selecting those who will receive the scholarships. It is based on a process and criteria established by the board of directors. Scholarships are awarded in the following six areas: business, communications and the arts, professional services, science, two years or less of post-secondary education, and undeclared. A scholarship is given to the top male and female student of the graduating class. Additional named scholarships are given based on criteria specified by the donor. The remaining schol-



arships are given proportionately based on the number of applicants in each area of study. Students who are selected to receive an award are chosen based on scholarship, leadership, and financial need. The emphasis, though, is placed on financial need. The platform of the campaign was not to raise money just for the top academic students, but “all students interested in continuing their education beyond high school,” said Maguire. Applications are handed out in an assembly for seniors that takes place in early March. They can also be found in the guidance office. Applications are due in April. Wondering how to get involved? Donate. The annual earnings determine the number of scholarships awarded each year. By donating,



the foundation can maintain or increase the number of scholarships awarded annually. Donations are accepted in the forms of cash, securities, land, bequests, or life insurance policies. A gift of $18,000 earns the benefactor to name a scholarship to be awarded every other year. A donation of $35,000 earns the contributor to name a scholarship that will be awarded each year. But, donations of any size are welcome. For more information, go to http://www.avongrovescholarshipfoundation.com.



Students echo MLK’s dreams with their own Sophomore Chelsea Kneedler explained that she had thought she wanted to go into the culinary arts and open a bakery one day. But after she took the Adobe Illustrator elective with Ms. Martorello, her interests changed. “I want to make art that could possibly go into an art show and make



logos for people,” she stated. Dreams aren’t always extravagant; they may be a simple hope for happiness in the future. “I hope to find a career that I am passionate about and wake up everyday excited to go to work,” commented senior Kelly Murphy. “My dream is to get a job that I enjoy doing or that I am passionate
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Eagle freed from car grill in Hurricane Matthew aftermath



A bald eagle that got caught in a car grill during the aftermath of Hurricane Matthew in Green Cove Springs, Florida was freed unharmed, according to NBC News. A resident of the Fleming Island area south of Jacksonville noticed the bird in a passing car’s grill Saturday after the storm was over. The resident got the motorist to pull over and contacted the Clay County Sheriff’s Office. The sheriff’s office says rescue personnel and deputies were able to get the bird free. It was taken to a wildlife sanctuary in Jacksonville and authorities say the eagle seems to be unharmed. The sheriff’s office shared photos on their Facebook page that showed the bird standing on two feet in a cage. ~By Olivia Kunitsky



Developments in visual systems allow the creation of massive televisions



Sony plans on expanding their sales on a device that could create television screens up to a 1,000 ft. long. The device is called CLEDIS, which is short for Crystal LED Integrated Structure. Each one is a small rectangle that displays a video depending on what the user chooses to view. These rectangles can be installed together to fit the buyers wants and can lead to TV’s that are hundreds of feet long.The company hopes to expand the sales into homes so that ordinary people can customize their TV screens to cover entire walls inside their homes. The creation of CLEDIS is not dissimilar to other inventions, but it does have the highest video quality of any product similar. ~By Gabby Pino



Fascinating new organ discovered in the human body
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about,” sophomore Rebecca LeStourgeon agreed. Martin Luther King Jr. is one person who has inspired many people to dream big. His speech didn’t just symbolize a dream for the justice of African Americans; it was a big dream for an end to discrimination and segregation in the world altogether.



2017 is starting off with a breakthrough discovery. A new organ in the human body, called the mesentery was discovered. The organ is located in the digestive tract. Researchers are saying this new discovery could open many doors to finding answers in the human body. According to ScienceAlert, scientists always believed the mesentery was to be made of fragmented, separate structures, but with advancing technology and new research, it is proven to be one continuous organ. The function is yet to be known but scientists and researchers say this could be the key to better understanding digestive disorders. ~By Marissa Glick



Radio signals in space 3 billion light years away



A weird and intriguing signal from space has shown itself and has many scientists questioning where it came from. Scientists say that these radio signals have been found throughout the past decade. Many scientists have said that this signal came from dwarf galaxy Auriga located 3 billion light years away, according to CNN.com ~By Vanessa Rodriguez
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